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Conquest, Continuity, and the Loyal Turncoat
1
 

 

In the early Qing, intertwined with the Manchu claim to moral superiority was turncoats’ 

narrative of moral continuity—from the Ming to the Qing, and between loyalty and other 

Confucian virtues. The Qing “ethno-dynastic rule”2 would reveal itself in the entangled 

family tales of the Manchu monarchs and their Han subjects. While the Manchu claim to 

moral superiority constituted a significant part of the Qing consolidation of power, 

narratives of moral continuity were indispensable in rebuilding the turncoats’ social lives 

and literati society across the empire. Through a variety of media such as art, literature, 

family genealogy, and public spectacles, the figure of what I term the loyal turncoat, an 

emblem of Confucian ethical ideals pursued across the dynastic divide, conveniently 

became a site of socio-political negotiation between factionalists, between the Manchus 

and Han, and between turncoats and Ming loyalists.  

  

The Loyal Turncoat as a Filial Son 

 

                                                        
1 I use the term “turncoat” instead of “official who served two dynasties” (erchen) because the latter was 

imposed on surrendered Ming officials later. 
2 Chang, “Introduction,” A Court on Horseback. 
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Turncoat officials had to constantly struggle against the disloyal-immoral images 

imposed on them by both die-hard Ming loyalists and factional enemies at court. This 

was true even in the case of seemingly successful turncoats at the height of their careers, 

men such as Song Quan. The figure of the loyal turncoat that emerges from Song’s 

writings and actions is someone who pursues zhongxiao 忠孝 ethics across the dynastic 

divide, and whose moral performance is even strengthened by the dynastic change. 

Song’s tremendous and untiring investment in his zhongxiao image in various forms from 

the late Ming to the early Qing reveals the political skills of an experienced, intelligent 

official at a time of crisis.  

In the spring of Chongzhen 16 (1643), exactly one year before the fall of Beijing, 

Song compiled and printed a collection of poetry. Many of these poems had been 

composed in the previous year, when the Song family had to flee their hometown, 

Shangqiu in Henan, amid violence and massive destruction inflicted by rebels. For six 

months, Song escorted his mother, Madam Ding, from their devastated hometown to 

various locations before they temporarily settled in Nanjing. At one point Song almost 

lost his nine-year old son Song Luo (1634-1713), and on the trip to Nanjing, he lost a 

younger son. Song Quan was soon summoned by the Chongzhen emperor to lead the 

defense efforts in the capital area. In Chongzhen 16/1 (1643), Song and his family arrived 

in Beijing. A couple of months later, Song published his poetry collection.
3
  

                                                        
3 Song Quan, preface of Baihuatang shi 白華堂詩 (Kangxi 6 ed.), 2a-b; Song Quan, “Ding taifuren 

xingshi” 丁太夫人行實, Wenkang gong yiji, Shangqiu Song shi san shi yiji, 2.26b-32b; Song Luo, 

“Wenkang gong jia zhuan,” 2.33a-37b and “Wenkang gong nianpu” 文康公年譜, Wenkang gong yiji, 

Appendix 8b; Song Luo, “Ji renwu tuonan shimo” 記壬午脫難始末, Xibei leigao, 26.1a-3a. 
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 The publication of this collection so soon after Song’s arrival in the capital had 

particular meanings. The difficult times tried a man’s determination to fulfill zhongxiao 

duties. Song’s career had begun with his appointment as magistrate in Shanxi. Five years 

later, in the early Chongzhen reign, he served as a censor in Beijing until his memorials 

offended powerful officials and earned him a demotion. In protest, Song resigned from 

office with the excuse that he had to take care of his mother.
4
 Thus in the last years of the 

Ming, Song’s moral-political performance matched perfectly with the traditional image 

of a loyal official, uncompromising with corrupt power and drawing on filial piety as 

both a rhetoric of political protest and an inspiration for his devotion to the emperor. 

 This zhongxiao image is made clear in the very title of the poetry collection, 

Baihua Poems from a Time of Sojourning (Baihua ke kuang 白華客況).
5
 A literary 

reference from the Book of Poetry, baihua had long existed in literati vocabulary as a 

reference to filiality. Song begins the preface to this collection by emphasizing his filial 

duty toward his mother: “Baihua means the commitment to take care of one’s parents.”
6
 

Ke kuang, literally meaning residing as a guest who has lost his home, here is used by 

Song to describe the strong bond between him and his mother during their time of 

dislocation and hardship.
7
 Publishing this collection at this particular moment made Song 

an emblem of the Confucian masculine ideal known as “transferring filial piety to 

loyalty.”
8
 

                                                        
4 Song Quan, preface to Baihuatang shi, 2a, and “Ding taifuren xingshi,” 29a-b; Song Luo, “Wenkang 

gong jiazhuan,” 33a. The three memorials are included in Wenkang gong yiji, juan 2.  
5 Song Quan, preface of Baihuatang shi, 2a. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid., 2a-b. 
8 Song Luo, an earlier preface to Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng (Kangxi ed.), 7a. 
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If the publication of his poetry collection was a way Song could re-assert himself 

into court politics in the late Ming, then his self-portrayal as a loyal turncoat in the first 

years of the Shunzhi reign sheds light on how he anticipated and coped with that complex 

and volatile political situation. During the Dorgon regency, Song’s competence and 

political integrity secured him steady promotions. He was appointed grand secretary in 

Shungzhi 3/1 (1646).
9
 Song represented the successful, even model, bureaucrat that the 

Manchu rulers desired. He did not embrace any extremes in politics or policy. His 

proposals to the court mainly aimed to promote a balanced agenda to protect the interests 

of ordinary Manchu and Han people. Furthermore, he had remained unidentified with any 

particular faction. He possessed a charisma enhanced by genuine interest in military 

strategy and military skills. He became an indispensable figure in the government. Hence, 

in Shunzhi 5 (1648), upon Madam Ding’s death, as a gesture of trust and favor, Regent 

Dorgon rejected Song’s request for a mourning leave, issuing him a duoqing 奪情 order 

(cutting short the three-year mourning period) and continuing to assign him important 

tasks.  

Having gone through late-Ming factionalism, Song was alert to the political risks 

involved in a duoqing case. (Later, Song Quan indeed fell victim to Manchu factionalism 

and was accused of lacking loyalty-filial piety.) This probably led him to invest heavily 

in a narrative of moral continuity. When his request for mourning leave was rejected, he 

did what he could to fulfill his filial duty. In the “Deeds of Madam Ding” composed by 

Song for his deceased mother, he delineated an image for himself in which a son’s filial 

devotion intersected with his loyalty to both the fallen Ming and the new Qing regime.  

                                                        
9 “Da xueshi nianbiao I” 大學士年表一, MS, 6093. 
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According to this biography, three days prior to the fall of Beijing, Song was 

promoted to governor of the Shuntian area, an administrative district that overlapped with 

Beijing. He diligently set out to patrol the surrounding regions. When the rebels began 

arresting and recruiting former Ming officials in the fallen capital, Song happened to be 

conducting an inspection tour nearby and therefore did not face imminent threat, while 

his mother Madam Ding was stuck in the rebel-controlled city, Zunhua (in modern 

Hebei). Song mobilized his former subordinates and coordinated military actions to 

attack the rebels in Zunhua after learning about Li Zicheng’s defeat by the Manchus at 

the Shanhai Pass. When Li retreated to Beijing and learned of Song’s decisive leadership 

in the Zunhua insurgence, he immediately sent thousands of troops to retaliate. Song sent 

a trusted friend, General Tang Yü, to the Shanhai Pass to request help from the Manchus. 

Tang reached the pass and delivered the message requesting to borrow their forces to 

avenge the late Ming emperor. After the Manchus drove Li Zicheng and his army out of 

Beijing, Song moved his mother safely back from hiding in the mountains. He told 

Dorgon that he had fulfilled his duty toward the martyred Ming emperor and would like 

to retire.
10

 Dorgon reinstalled him as governor of Shuntian, with his headquarters in 

Miyun, in the vicinity of Beijing.
11

  

Song Quan claims that all his political decisions and actions during the late Ming 

and the changes of regime in 1644, especially his switching loyalty to the Qing, “resulted 

from Mother’s influence” (mu cheng zhi ye 母成之也). The account of his mother’s life 

                                                        
10 Song Quan, “Ding taifuren xing shi,” 30a-b; MS, 9494. Also see Song Luo, “Ji Wenkang gong Zunhua 

ping wei shimo” 記文康公遵化平偽始末, Xibei leigao, 3a-6a. The turncoat Wu Weiye includes this event 

in “Tongcheng ji” 通城擊 in his historical work, Sui kou jilue, 268-69. It shares similarities with Song 

Luo’s documentation, with a few differences. Some historical records show that Song Quan surrendered to 

Li Zicheng’s rebel regime. Duan Yubin, “Ming-Qing shiqi Shangqiu Song shi,” 17-18.   
11 Qing shi gao, 9494. 
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indeed radiates a spirit of zhongxiao and stresses that his accomplishments as a son and 

an official in the two dynasties were inseparable and continuous. It recalls how Madam 

Ding provided moral support for Song’s answer to the Chongzhen emperor’s call to take 

charge of the defense of the capital area, and how when he led the military actions against 

the rebels, Madam Ding met with the soldiers and delivered encouraging words. Song 

asserts that his successful revenge on behalf of the martyred Chongzhen emperor through 

collaboration with the Qing authority should be attributed to his mother.
12

 The shift in his 

loyalty to the Qing is smooth and natural, testifying to and justified by the continuity of 

filial devotion. 

Upon entering service with the Qing, according to this text, Song continued to 

deepen his understanding of the ethics of zhongxiao. He introduces his mother’s virtuous 

life with a mention of his recent participation in compiling the Veritable Records of the 

Qing’s founding emperor, Nurhachi.
13

 Madam Ding died at the end of Shunzhi 5 (1658). 

Soon, in Shunzhi 6 (1659), the court issued an edict that commissioned compilation of 

the Veritable Records of Nurhachi’s reign. Song assumed the official title of “grand 

secretary of Historiography Office” (guoshiyuan daxueshi 國史館大學士). He states that 

being granted the honorable task of supervising this history project has reminded him that 

composing a detailed account to document his mother’s virtues would allow him to be at 

once a filial son and loyal official, even though he was given a duoqing order.
14

  

 Song’s praise for imperial generosity upon his mother’s death conveys the same 

message. The Qing court had rewarded Song by sending the president of the Board of 

                                                        
12 Song Quan, “Ding tai furen xingshi,” 30b.  
13 Ibid., 27a.  
14 Ibid. 
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Rites to mourn Madam Ding, with an imperial edict recognizing Song’s fulfillment of the 

ideal of “transferring filial piety to loyalty.”
15

 When expressing his gratitude to the court, 

Song makes a special point of recognizing that the emperor had in this case made an 

exception by granting imperial sacrifice to a woman who had not received an official title. 

In this way, Song indicates that his understanding of zhongxiao actually continues to 

deepen with his service to the new dynasty.
16

 

Song Quan’s image as a “loyal turncoat” does not simply justify his shift of 

loyalty; it makes dynastic change one moment in an official’s ongoing, diligent pursuit of 

moral-cultivation. Once the pattern of zhongxiao is established this way, any political 

decision-making could be turned into an episode of continuous moral growth. For 

example, three months after Madam Ding’s death, the court appointed Song to preside 

over the metropolitan civil service examinations, which required him to participate in 

celebratory ceremonies and hence violate mourning norms. Song complied but, in the 

written instructions to the examinees, particularly stressed the moral significance of 

correct literary style: “Superb performance of zhongxiao derives from the correct style; 

tremendous evils derive from incorrect styles.”
17

 Although the same sentence had 

appeared a year before in a memorial jointly submitted by Song Quan and another Han 

grand secretary regarding the government regulation of literary publication, employing 

                                                        
15 “Yu ji Ding tai furen wen” 諭祭丁太夫人文 included in Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng, 3.49a-b. A year 

later the court granted him a six-month leave to go back to his hometown and properly bury his mother. 

Song Luo, “Wenkang gong nianpu,” 18b. 
16 Song Quan, “Ding tai furen xing shi,” 31a and “Wenkang gong nianpu,” 17b-18b; Liu Yuyou, “Huang 

Qing taizi taibao nei Hanlin Guoshiyuan da xueshi zeng shaobao jian taizi taibao guanglu dafu shi 

Wenkang Song gong muzhiming” 皇清太子太保內翰林國史院大學士贈少保兼太子太保光祿大夫謚文

康宋公墓誌銘, Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng, 11.25b.  

17 Song Luo, “Wenkang gong jiazhuan,” 36a.  
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the zhongxiao language at this sensitive moment seemed to serve a specific purpose.
18

 It 

was not incidental that another turncoat grand secretary, Hong Chengchou, lectured to 

this newly selected jinshi cohort on the meaning of zhongxiao in the course of his own 

efforts to survive at court.   

 

Trans-Generational Family Tales and Manchu Moral Superiority 

 

The loyal turncoat as figured by Song Quan was a man unrelenting in his pursuit of moral 

cultivation; the success of this figure demonstrates the power of the continuum of 

Confucian moralism. In addition, Song family tales spanned a few generations, from the 

late Ming to the early Qing.  

Conceptually, the notion of the dynastic cycle resembles that of the human life 

cycle, so the beginning of the new dynasty is considered to have been seeded in the last 

phases of the old one.19 Similarly, the Confucian moral-political system both ensures and 

lives in generational continuity. In the context of a dynastic change, the new dynasty 

must be integrated into trans-generational Confucian family tales in order to take root. 

The trans-dynastic, trans-generational stories of Song Quan’s family show how the loyal 

turncoat figure became a site for turncoat families to negotiate an advantageous position 

between Ming loyalism and Manchu claims to moral superiority, as the Manchu rulers 

and Han elite were working out the moral-political division of labor in the new political 

conditions. 

                                                        
18 Feng Quan and Song Quan, “Ti wei zhi jiu beiluan fangke yi zheng renxin shi” 題為直糾悖亂坊刻以正

人心事 (Shunzhi 5/3), ZYYMQDA, vol. 8, A8-5 (2-1)- (2-2).  

19 For a discussion of this resemblance, see Chang, History and Legend, 34. 
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The Exemplary Patriarch 

 

Song Quan had not been a controversial figure in early Qing politics, so the humiliations 

caused by the moral attacks on him amid Manchu factionalism in the mid-Shunzhi reign 

must have generated a deep sense of unfairness and the desire to see his redemption 

among Song’s family and supporters. Song’s images as presented by his son and 

friends—depicting his experience in late-Ming politics, during Li Zicheng’s temporary 

occupation of Beijing, and in the early Qing—placed particular stress on continuity in his 

moral pursuits and the family’s Confucian tradition.  

Friends of the Song family understood the stakes of restoring Song Quan’s public 

image after his political demise. The turncoat Liu Yuyou (d. 1653), Song’s in-law, who 

had served as the president of three boards (Revenues, War, and Punishments) during the 

Shunzhi reign, wrote Song’s epitaph.20 He stressed that Song had persistently requested 

mourning leave upon the death of his mother and had attempted to demur from the 

prestigious appointment to supervise the metropolitan civil service exams, though he had 

not been successful.21 Similarly, in the tombstone inscriptions composed for Song by his 

disciple, the official Tang Bin (1627-1687), the connection between the virtues of loyalty 

and filial piety was again highlighted.22 These representations directly refuted the charges 

that had brought down Song Quan and insulted the Song family. 

                                                        
20 Liu Yuyou, “Huang Qing taizi taibao nei Hanlin guoshi yuan da xueshi zeng shaobao jian taizi taibao 

guanglu dafu shi Wenkang gong muzhiming,” 11.27a. 
21 Ibid., 11.25b. 

22 Tang Bin, “Song Wenkang gong shendaobei ming” 宋文康公神道碑銘, Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng, 

11.38a-42b. 
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Song Quan’s exemplary image was further sharpened by his eldest son, Song Luo, 

in his depictions of his father in official documents, biographies, and the family 

genealogy as an exemplary patriarch. First, Song Luo made sure that his father’s 

extraordinary zhongxiao performance would be reflected in official documents and erased 

the negative claims that caused his father’s disgrace. During the early Kangxi reign, Song 

Luo became an assistant magistrate in Huangzhou. In Kangxi 6 (1667), he earned from 

the court honorary titles for his family members. Since the imperial documents issued for 

such matters were based on the material submitted by the officials themselves, it is 

particularly telling that Song made zhongxiao a central piece of his family tradition: his 

father exemplified how filial piety turned into loyalty, and his grandmother manifested 

womanly virtues by educating filial sons to become loyal subjects.23 

Starting in Kangxi 14 (1675), Song Luo compiled and printed a large amount of 

material related to his family history.
24

 The reprinting of his father’s old poetry collection, 

which was published prior to the fall of Beijing, is particularly interesting and revealing. 

Song Luo changed the title from Baihua Poems from the Time of Sojourning to Poems of 

Baihua Hall (Baihuatang shi 白華堂詩). In addition, this reprint included poems 

composed during the transfer of power in 1644. Whereas the original title and contents 

displayed an official’s filial piety to his mother and loyalty to the Ming, in the reprint, 

Song Quan’s loyalty to the Qing enters the picture and completes his image of trans-

dynastic moral exemplariness. The Song son and mother’s sojourning experiences in 

                                                        
23 “Gaozeng Wenkang gong guanglu dafu ji Liu furen yi pin furen yi dao” 誥贈文康公光祿大夫曁劉夫人

一品夫人一道 and “Chifeng Zhao tai ruren yi dao” 敕封趙太孺人一道, Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng, 1.2a-

3a. Both were issued on Kangxi 6/11/26.  
24 Liu Wanhua, “Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng.” 
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1644 became part of the family’s journey to thriving in the new dynasty. For example, 

one of the poems composed in those days, “In My Office at Miyun” (“Miyun shu 

zhong”), skillfully expresses the transfer of Song Quan’s loyalty: 

 

Three years have passed since I bid farewell to the Ming 

Twice have I come to Miyun.  

When not in office I serve my caring mother 

Nothing in the world can make me worry.
25

 

 

These lines draw a vivid picture of an ideal Confucian man who had fulfilled zhongxiao, 

by perfectly blending his loyal service to two dynasties with his filial devotion. Although 

the subject of Song Quan’s filial narrative remained solely focused on Madam Ding, the 

object of his loyalty changed in 1644, from the Ming to the Qing. In four simple lines, 

this poem concludes an old era and opens a new page in his public career, with a strong 

sense of continuity in both his personal and political lives enabled by zhongxiao ethics. 

This shift in loyalty is naturalized in the reprint of this collection.  

Song Luo continued with the image-making efforts initiated by his father, but he 

made more extensive use of print to cement them. While his grandfather and father had 

begun to compile a family genealogy, it was Song Luo who not only fundamentally 

transformed its format but also had it published. As he circulated it among both officials 

and loyalist literati over the years, he collected more prefaces, which enhanced the 

influence of his family tales, and consolidated their trans-dynastic, trans-generational 

                                                        
25 Song Quan, “Miyun shu zhong” 密雲署中, Baihuatang shi, 14b.  
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moral narrative.
26

 In this genealogy, Song Luo positions his father as the most 

accomplished patriarch of the family since the mid-Ming:  

 

[My father] had served in several official positions at court and in the provinces 

until he became a grand secretary. Always dedicated and attentive, he transformed 

filial devotion into loyalty (yi xiao zuo zhong 移孝作忠), and therefore had really 

inherited and realized our ancestors’ noble ideals.27 

 

Once again, the dynastic transition and Song Quan’s switching loyalty go unremarked, 

but in a sense serve as the background for the extraordinary continuity and consistency in 

his filial performance and the Songs’ Confucian tradition. 

 

Revering the Matriarch 

 

The appeal of the loyal turncoat in in the Songs’ trans-dynastic family tale also derived 

from the figure of the Confucian matriarch, Madam Ding, who occupied a significant 

place in the family’s struggle over image and politics. On a practical level, she glued 

various generations of the family together. On the symbolic level, she helped connect the 

moral continuity of her family to the establishment of Manchu dominance.  

A weighty character in the Song family tale, Madam Ding’s image even outshines 

that of her turncoat son, Song Quan. When her grandson, Song Luo, edited the biography 

of Madam Ding for the family genealogy in the early Kangxi reign, he mostly copied the 

                                                        
26 Liu Wanhua, “Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng.” The earliest print was made in Kangxi 14. 
27 Song Luo, the earlier preface to Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng, 7a. 
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original by his father but elaborated on the trans-generational and trans-dynastic moral 

exemplariness of the Songs. One anecdote details Madam Ding’s participation in a public 

ceremony in the summer of 1644, where Song Quan mobilized his Ming troops to 

suppress the rebels with the help of the Manchus. Madam Ding’s presence there justified 

and even motivated her son’s shift of loyalty to the Qing, and once again showed the 

power of his zhongxiao commitment.28  

The loyal turncoat’s mother not only provided the occasion for recording the 

Songs’ loyalty towards both the Ming and the Qing, but more importantly, part of her 

story glorified the Manchu emperor’s moral accomplishments. The Shunzhi emperor was 

merely seven years old when his uncle Dorgon ushered him into the imperial palaces in 

Beijing. That year, Song Luo, just eleven years old himself, had gone through war and 

family losses with his father. In Shunzhi 4 (1647), when he was fourteen, the court issued 

an edict asking high-ranking officials to send one son to serve the young emperor, with 

the title and status of Imperial Guard. Song Quan complied. From then on, every day, 

Song Luo would ride a horse and wear a sword, entering the Forbidden City with the 

most prestigious princes and officials.  

According to Song Luo, during that time, he would regularly wait at the emperor 

and Dowager Empress’s meals. He would receive his share afterwards. He recalled that 

on special occasions and banquets, he often accompanied the young emperor. He fondly 

remembered that one day, while sitting next to the emperor at a banquet, he put some 

delicacies into a pocket. The emperor curiously asked him about it. Song knelt down and 

replied: “Your Majesty, my grandmother Madam Ding is seventy years old. I wanted to 

offer her what I had received from Your Majesty. My recklessness should be punished 

                                                        
28 “Ding furen zhuan,” Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng, 6.2a-b. 
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with death.” The young emperor was delighted: “From today you can take home 

whatever you like!” Song would always take some rare delicacies back to his 

grandmother after the banquets. Madam Ding was very pleased and told him to serve the 

emperor with loyalty like his father did.29 In this story the Manchu ruler’s virtues and the 

Song family’s adherence to Confucian ethics authenticate each other and are mutually 

constituted.  

This narrative of the family’s moral consistency projects a glowing image of the 

Shunzhi emperor, who was said to have learned how to “govern with filial piety” at a 

very young age. Since Song Luo would become a favorite official of the succeeding 

monarch, the Kangxi emperor, this family tale echoed and supported the imperial family 

tale and the emperor’s image of as a filial man. The Kangxi emperor’s deployment of 

“dynastic filiality” as instrument of Qing ethno-dynastic rule invoked Manchu ancestral 

worship and also resonated with Han notion of filiality.30 The discourse of filial piety—

and its many rhetorical and physical manifestations—served multiple political purposes, 

as “a gesture of bureaucratic propitiation and an ideological expression of ethno-dynastic 

triumphanism.” Manchu dowager empresses, like Madam Ding as mother and 

grandmother, often figured prominently in these imperial filial performances.31  

 

Placing the Turncoat Generation 

 

                                                        
29 Song Luo, Mantang nianpu, 47.3b-4a. This account was published in the late Kangxi reign in Song 

Luo’s autobiography. 
30 Chang, A Court on Horseback, chap. 2. 
31 Ibid., 77-78.  
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Reconfiguration of the moral-political division of labor between the Manchu monarch 

and his Han subjects in part occurred over the conversations regarding the generational 

position of the turncoats. The loyalist Zhang Zilie, in his preface composed for Song 

Luo’s own collection of work, completely omits mention of the father Song Quan. 

Instead, Zhang praises Song Xun (1522-1591), Song Luo’s great-grandfather, a reputable 

Ming official and Confucian scholar:  

 

I have heard that Muzhong’s (Song Luo’s literary name) ancestor, Zhuangmin gong 

(Song Xun’s posthumous honorary title), was an accomplished scholar of Cheng-

Zhu Confucianism… I hope Muzhong does not ignore this family heritage.32  

 

This account fails to echo Song Luo’s emphasis on the continuity of zhongxiao from his 

great-grandfather to his father. The conspicuous absence of Song Quan in this narrative 

reflects a diehard loyalist’s reluctance to tolerate turncoats. Even so, Zhang does not 

reject the idea that Song Luo could revive the family tradition and moral reputation. In 

fact, he urges Song to make efforts to overcome the temporary discontinuity in that 

tradition. 

The loyalist Wei Xi (1624-1681), however, delineates a different image for Song 

Quan. He sees Song’s undisrupted service and pursuit of zhongxiao both extraordinary 

accomplishments. In a postscript to the Song family genealogy, Wei stresses that Song 

was among the first to urge Manchu rulers to give the martyred Chongzhen emperor a 

                                                        
32 Zhang Zilie, “Jialetang gao xu” 嘉樂堂稿序 in Xibei leigao, (old prefaces) 3a-4a. For a brief account of 

the Song men’s political careers in the late Ming and early Qing, see des Forges, Cultural Centrality and 

Political Changes, 80-85. 
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posthumous title. In Wei’s account, although Song had wanted to demur from serving a 

different dynasty, he eventually heeded the new ruler’s insistent calls. Song’s contrasting 

experiences in these two dynasties—frustration in the Ming and success in the Qing—

confirmed one important historical lesson: Emperors who “sought loyal officials in 

unfilial sons” would fail.33 Here Wei seems to make the significant point that the Qing 

success demonstrated that the new dynasty had truly embraced “governing with filial 

piety;” and to sustain its triumphs, it should continue on this path.  

Publications by the Songs’ loyalist friends, which disagreed on whether Song 

Quan represented continuity or discontinuity of the Confucian tradition in his family, 

shed light on how political conversations were mediated through these depictions. Their 

different images employed the language of Confucian ethics in very specific ways and 

delivered measured political sentiments. How they related to the emerging image of 

Manchu moral superiority was complex. The varied representations of the loyal turncoat 

all benefitted the Qing court: It could take credit for employing a filial son to boost the 

imperial image; it could also capitalize on the turncoat’s sense of shame and guilt to 

consolidate Manchu claims to moral superiority.  

 

 

                                                        
33 Wei Xi, “Shu Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng hou” 書商丘宋氏家乗後, Shangqiu Song shi jiasheng, 14.5b.    


